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The value of agricultural education is increasingly 
known to Burma. There is no exception to admit the importance 
' . I 
of agriculture as a backbone of nation's economyo Therefore, 
the following major 1 factors contribute the value of agricul~ 
tural e.ducation in Burma. Agriculture ,is the leading industry 
and the country's major economic resource depends on ito It 
is a meaningful and realistic livelihood for seventy per cent 
of her population. 
The various implem,ntations of the governmental plans 
for agriculture, education, and community development programs 
will demand large number of skilled personnel and influence 
the present farming conditions. 
To maintain the production, management, and marketing is 
the major role for the stabilization of rural community's 
socio-economic conditions. To have better understanding and 
to develop the ability to become a successful farm operator. 
The best vocational agricultural training is required to meet 
the needs of a successful farmer. 
To train the youth to become a successful farmer is, of 
course, a narrow definition of agricultural education. To 
motivate the young people in the area of farming is necessary. 
By changing the techniques of father handing over to son the 
1 
cultural methods to modern practice in farming with full 
understanding of up-to-date information, will meet the needs 
of young people enrolled in vocational agriculture and will 
fulfill the gap of vocational educational program. 
The aims of the new system of education in Burma was 
stated, that 
Out of the present system of education, the pupils 
of today would emerge as worthy citizens of tomor-
row to serve the country in whichever field they 
are trained. With this end in view, the new curri-
cula have been provided with the various branches 
of education - General, Special, Technical, Agricul-
tural and Academic; and streaming would be according 
to their interests, aptitudes, abilities, and capa-
bilities.1 · 
Agricultural education in Burma is imparted ~t various 
levels like elementary agriculture in the primary schools, 
vocational agriculture in the middle and high schools, 
special agricultural schools of middle and high, training 
institutions such as State Training College for teachers 
which trains for elementary and middle school agricultural 
teachers and the State Agricultural Institute which trains 
,., 
extension officers and vocational agricultural teachers for 
2 
high school. To some extent informal classes for the young 
and adult farmers are given by the department of agriculture. 
Unfortunately, up to the present time, the agricultural educa-
tion and extension education is still in need of a solution 
at the college level. 
As every student is not fitted for higher academic 
studies because of difficulties of academic and economic 
1 "The Present Educational Syste~ of Burma" (A Report), 
Rang o o,n ( 1 9"6 5 ) , p • 2. 
3 
conditions, the majarity of people terminate their education 
after higl;l school. Therefore, to give some type of vocational 
education to the ones who cannot pursue higher education would 
meet the policy on education proclaimed by the Revolutionary 
· 'government on the 30th of August, 1962. 
17(a) Education. The 'Revolutionary Council 
believes that the existing educational system 
unequated with livelihood will have to be trans-
formed. An educational system e.quated with liveli-
hood and based on socialistic moral values will be 
brought abouto Science will be given precedence in 
education. 
Our educational target is to bring basic educa-
tion within the reach of all. As regards higher 
education 9 only those who have promise and enough 
potentialities and industriousness to benefit from 
it will be specially encouraged. 
This is 9 indeed, a uni~u• changeover, as a 
marked criticism of the old colonial education sys-
tem was its neglect and lack of provision of techni= 
6al and vo~ational instruction and the studies of 
the natural sciences. Moreover, the old system was 
highly academic. It led on to the universities 
with its single track curriculum and its pre-
occup~tion with bookish learning and exarninationso2 
At present many high schools have agriculture as a voca-
tional subjecto The uniform syllabus was prescribed to teach 
and was recognized as an optional subject for the high -chool 
final and matriculation examinations. Thereforei, more theo-
retical instructions are given and divorced from the natural 
environment. 
The school farms are large enough; :to conduct a supervised 
farming practice wi.thin the school is limited because of the 
great number of students. Besides there will be no sense if 
the supervised practices were conducted on school farms. 
4 
Therefore, at present, the practical applic~tions received by 
the stwdent on school farms are exercises and not like the 
performance of the actual job. 
The·teacher has to follow the prescribed syllabus even 
thou,gh it m~.ght not be f~.tted ,to the community's agriculture. 
It seems the present course of study is general a9riculture· 
rather than vocational agriculture. 
Being taught to every student as an optional subjeot, ,· 
the objective of vocational agriculture does not meet the 
individual needs, interest, capabilities, and opportunities 
for the future. 
To give the same in$truction to the heterogeneous group 
is contrary to the objective of vocational agriculture. for 
the appropriate instruction to the different pupils, .the con-
sideration should be _biased on their interests, needs? capa-
bilities, and future expectations for their career. 
from the author• s point of view, .the following drawbacks 
are apparent. first, the agricultural education in hig~ 
school is not vocational in natu~e. Second, the teachers are 
not using a~propriate methods in teaching which may help in 
' 
ach.i;eving the goals of student and teacher. 
To eliminate these drawbacks, well trained personMel are 
needed in the field of agricultural education at the training 
institutions in Burma. 
' 
As an emerging na~ion, everything canhot be successful 
within a short period of time. To adopt an idea of supervised 
practice farming will; of cours·e, take time to be incorpor-
at~d in vocational agriculture. 
5 
Having accepted that the best procedure of learning in 
agricultural education is learning to, do through doing .. 
According to this universal concept of vocational agriculture 1 
learning by doing and earning by farming, therefore, will be 
the major objective of vocational agriculture in Burma. 
Therefore, by realizing the value and importance of 
.supervised practice teaching in the total curriculum of voca-
tional agriculture for the high school pupils 9 the pupils of 
Burma must be in conformity with the modern methods of super-
vised farming. 
Statement of the Problem 
To identify the supervised practice te~c~ing, conducted 
by the teachers of vocational agriculture, and to study the 
effective projects managed by the pupils. 
To propose some principles by reviewing the literatures 
which are related to supervised training programs and curricu-
lum, which should be suitable to the conditions in Burma. 
Definition of Terms 
Supervised Farming Program: is the farming program 
carried out by a student, usually on the home farm under the 
supervision of the teacher with the cooperations of parents 
and neighbor farmers. The supervised farming programs for 
the high school boys and girls are designed to include: 
(1) productive enterprises, (2) improvement projects, and 
(3) supplementary practices. 
6 
Supervised Practice T.eaching: refers to the teaching 
techniques and methods used by teachers in developing and 
supervising student farming prbgrams according to the pre-
scribed curriculum 111! th the application of community resources. 
P~oducti~e En~erprise: is a business venture for experi-
ence and profit involving the prridciction of ornamentals, vege-
, r ' I!' 
tables, fruits, crops, and livestocks limitsd to a pra~uction 
cycle in a farm enterpri~e. 
Major Project: is a production project: which normal! y 
· yields the major income in a pupil's farming ~rog~am. 
Minor Project: is a production project which ordinarily 
yields less income than major project. It may be establish•d 
for major project. 
Improvement Project; which increases appreciably the 
real esta~e value of the farm or improves tbs efficiency of 
the farm business. 
Supplementary Practice: is jobs selected fo~ the purpose 
of improvements and experience for the -develop~ent of skills, 
which supplement what ·.rs done in the productive and improvemeF!lt 
pr'ojec~~. 
Vocational Agriculture: is systematic instruction in 
agriculture to secure proficiency in farming practicso 
Related Subject: is differentiated from vocational sub-
ject; generally it is an academic subject and non-vocationalo 
School Laboratory .!:!.91: is the systematic allocation of 
land area which presents a practical phase of training within 
the school to help the method of instruction for effectiveness. 
7 
Purpose of the Study 
T~e major purpose of this study is the identification of 
practices and techniques and in developing supervised practice 
teaching in vocational agriculture and to make ~ome sugges-
tions for the prescribed curriculum which might help in 
developing the agricultural education of vocational nature. 
In order to accomplish these objectives major attentions 
are given to the following items: 
A. To identify the types of supervised practices con-
ducted by the students under the proper supervision of 
teachers. 
B. Meaning and definition of supervised farming program, 
purposes, and natureo 
C. To propose and supplemerit principle~ and methods for 
the du~riculum of vocational agriculture. 
D. To obtain findings and propose them for the applica-
tion to the following benefits: 
1. Directly, this study will be valuable for the 
Department of Education, Division of Technical and Voca-
tional Education as a supplementary program instruction 
in vocation~! agriculture. 
2o I ndirec tl y, th is study shall serve as a follow-
up study program for the tr~i~ing institutions. 
Limitation of the Study 
This study wes written while the writer was away from 
native country. Oirec t t!>bsrervation:s: and per sona.-1 interviews 
with the teachers was not possible. 
8 
With the writer's experiences as a vocational agricul-
, ··,1 
tural teacher and data and informations obtained by correspond-
ences, thi~ study was completed. 
Scope of the Study 
In the preparation of this study two areas are includedo 
First, the study was restricted to identify the types of 
supervised practices conducted by the senior ~gricultural 
teachers at the State High School, who were graduates fiom 
State Agr;cul tural Ins ti tuts, Pyinmana, Burma. Second, the 
c~rriculum for agricultcire was extended to the fifth standatd 
which is generally recognized .as first year vocational agri-
culture. 
Therefore, the study is restricted to the State High 
Schools and middle schools in the intensive research area~ 
But for tha formulation of agricultural education as a 
whole c1oncept in the nation, the .general curricular study was 
extended to higher.training institutions. 
Hypotheses to be Tested 
The hypotheses tested in this study is .formulated on the 
response of teachers of vocational agriculture of Burma as 
follows: 
1. For the determination of supervised farming programs 
between two groups of t~achers, one gro~p who taught only 
vocational agriculture and the other group who taught voca-
tional agriculture as well as regular subjects. 
2. The v~riations of supervised farming programs, type 
of productive enterprises which is major and minor 9 improve-
ment and supplementary practices which follow. 
3. To find out the utilization of lands for the school 
laboratory plots. 
4. To develop general survey of the effectiveness of 
community resources in developing the supervised farming pro-
gr.ams. 
Methods of Procedure 
In obtaining the information and data needed to complete 
the study, the following procedure was pursued. 
1. The information regarding the teaching loads of 
teachers, the allocation of lands for school laboratory plots~ 
the types of supervised practice teaching programs, the enroll-
ment including differentiated sexes,. farm ·ar~gins and commu-
nity suiveys were obtained by sending questionnaires to the 
teachers of ,vocati0nal agriculture in Burma. 
2. Regarding the necessary educational ~olicy and infot-
mation were obtained from the Director pf Education,· Rangoon, 
· Burma. 
3. The curriculum and other information of higher educa-
tion in agriculture were obtained from Institute of Agricul-
ture, Universitt of Mandalay, and State Agricultural Institute, 
· Pyinmana, Burma, 
In obtaining data and testing the established hypotheses, 
the following steps were pursued: 
10 
1. First, :schools were selected tentatively according to 
,J ·-..' 
the educational divisions for the general surveyo 
2. Secand, two groups of teachers were selected based 
on subject teaching loads. 
3. Third, schools were selected based on th~ common pro-
ductive enterprises for the formulation of the majority and 
minority enterprises. 
4. Fourth, two groups of schools were selected based on 
the possessed land area in order to find the difference of the 
distribution of school laboratory plots. Then percentages 
were develop ed. 
5. Fifth, thorough survey was made on the community 
importance concerning programs carried out by the pupilsG 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The unique feature of vo·cational agricultural education 
is the st1pervised p'ractice farming program through which 
practical/exp•riences were gained and abilities were developed. 
The term "supervifed practice farming" is ~n out-of-
classroom ~ndividual activities, conducted by the pupil under 
the proper supervision and ~pplication of given instructions 
\ .. -·-
by the teacher at the student's home farm projects. 
Beamer (1951) expressed his opinion concerning the pur-
pose of supervised farming program tqat: 
The central and main purpose of the supervised 
farming program is to provide the student with 
learning experiences which will en~ble him to 
develop many of the abilities and attitudes neces-
sary for success in a given type. of farmingo It 
provid,es the st'udents with real problems to solve 
in their instructional programs. It sets up the 
machinery for effective ap~lication of the scien-
tific thinking process. It makes education func-
tional. 3 
Deyoe (1953) defined supervised farming program as follows: 
Farming program includes all activities of farming 
and farm living, together with related activities 
off the farm, conducted by persons enrollad for 
instruction in vocational agriculture, which have 
3Rufu~ UJ. BeamJer, "Improving Instruction through Super-
vised Farming", Agricultural Education Magazine, March 9 1951 9 
p. 205, 
11 
educative value and for which a department of voca-
tional agriculture provides organized instruction 
and supervis!on.4 
12 
Phipps (1959) defined the supervised farming program and gave 
his opinion for having the program as follows: 
that: 
A farming program is defined as all the farming 
acti~ities of educational value conducted by a boy 
enrolled in vocational agriculture course for which 
definite instruction is provided by his teacher .and 
parents. A farming program .ts very important · :-~ 
because it provides a high school boy with opportu-
nities to apply the knowledge and skills he learns 
in the vocational agriculture classroom and the 
far.m mechanic shop. A farming program provides a 
boy with problems which he can bring.to the class-
room for study and discussiono It provides oppor-
tunities' for relating the classroom instruction to 
the adtiv!ties in his farm, which makes the class-
room work·more meaningful and provides opportunities 
for learning by doing. Finally1 it helps a boy 
become·established as a farmer.b 
Ih his article, Hill stated from the learning situation 
The supervised farming program is a method of learn-
ing to perform skills and operative jobs and to 
make managerial decisions. It provides for the 
practical application of the instruction.6 
From-the teaching point of view Smith expressed that: 
Uf"armfhg:· p·rograms :.are an: essentia'1-1 :m.ea)ns., sf·1:'1ea'rriing:-.;: :_ There-
. ·' 
fore, \the.t, a:r:ewa.rf ess'.ential mean-s of·.te1.aohing if instruction 
1$ to be vocational." 7 
. 4Georg~ P. Deyoe, "Farming Programs in Vocational Agri-
culture", Th.e Interstate, Danville, Illinois, 1953. p. 14..;.ls. 
5Lloyd Jo Ph~pps, "Handbook on Teaching Vocational ~gri-
culture,, Interst~te, Danville, Illinois, 1959, Po 265. · 
·"' 6c. W. Hill, "F'arming Program for Lear.n.ing" Agricultural 
Education Magazine~ August - September, 1962~ ~. 470 
7w. A. Smith, "Why Have Farming Program7'1 , .Agricultural 
Education Magazine~ October, 1957, p. 76. 
13 
Fr~m the doing level, various authors mentioned their 
opinion and emphasized as follows: Deyoe expressed that, 
~One of the most important values of farming programs is that 
these activities provide for learning through doing"~ 8 Smith 
considered also that 9 . ' ,i.l '; ' . I 
: ._ ·_ .'Th:e· · pupi l:s, f;arming pr,cg.ram s is r the, 'cni,ef: meaTlS. ,by 
which learning is carried to the doihg level and 
the ability to perform is bro~ght about. Posses-
sion of knowledge is not enough in vocational educa-
tion. The use of knowledge is an end which must be 
sought. Hence, the off-quoted expressions Learning 
through doing. The emphasis is in learning to do.--9 
Practice is necessary to lea~ning. Thus a close rela-
tionship must exist between the farming progra~~ of student 
and the course of studieso Hammonds stated his agreement 
that: 
Vocational agriculture advances only as the people 
engaged in~~ recognize the necessity for practice 9 
relate the practice to the course of study, 1and are 
able and willing to supervise the practice. 0 
The previous statement was affirmed by the emphasizing 
of the educative value of practice by Hammonds that, 
I~provement in a function may b~ expected only when 
one performs the function better. The wrong learn-
ing, spiritless, aimless activity is not effective 
in securing desirable learning. Motivated practice 
of the correct procedure on the other<hland, w-i th the 
student desiring to improve his performance may be 
expected to bring improvement. 11 
8 .. 
Ibid" 9 p;, 4. 
9r bid~, Po 76. 
10carsie Hammonds, "Teaching Agriculture" 9 New York 9 
McGraw Hill Book Co., Inco, 1956, Po 1710 
11 Ibid., p. 164 0 
14 
As a supplement, the value of having a supervised farming 
program was stated by Oeyor from two different sides as fol= 
lows: 
from the pupilis side 9 he stai~d the purpose and value 
of having a farming program is this ways 
1. farming programs provide experiencei .which con-
tribute to the development of abilities needed 
for proficiency in farming of the type in which 
the student is likely to engageo 
2. rarming programs provide a means for earning 
money. 
3. rarming programs aid in progressive establish= 
ment in farmingo 
4. rarming programs lead to 'improvements in the 
home farm businesso 
5. rarming programs lead to improved farming in 
the community. 
6. rarming programs contribute to the attractive~ 
ness of farm homes and farm lifeo 
7. rarming programs lead to increased interest in 
agriculture and in farmingo 
a. rarming programs aid in development of attitudes 
and abilities of cooperation. 
9. r arming pro g ram s ma y prov i de ' tr y o u t a o r 
exploratory experiences in certain phases of 
farming. 
10. farming programs provide experiences and rela= 
tionships which contribute to the development 
of good farmer citizens.12 · 
from the teacher's sida, he stated the efFectiveness.of 
instruction by having supervised farming programs that~ 
1. farming programs provide opportunities for 
adjusting instruction to differences in indi-
vidual and their individual needs. 
2. rarming programs provide contacts which bring 
about wholesome relationships between the 
school and the community. 
3. Farming programs provide an important basis for 
evaluating the effectiveness of instruction in 
vocational agriculture.13 
12Ibid., p. 15-25. 
13Ibid. 9 p. 25.,,.29. 
15 
The mutual values received by both the student and 
teacher, are stated by Phipps concern..fng the farming program 
that: 
A farming program provides a boy with opportu~ 
nities to plan his work 9 make budgets 9 de~elo~ 
f .tna,ncial agreements, form judgements and .mak_e, :demi ... 
sion·s. It provides a bmy with a meaning de.vice for 
evaluating the instruction he is receivingo 
.A farming program gives a teacher an .insight 
into the problems cf a boy and his parerits and it 
makes it possible for him to be a better teachero14 
Phipps and Cook agreed that motivation is ~ecessary in 
establishing a supervised farming program for pupils. They 
stated that: 
Any conference bn a farm to talk and the possibili-
ties he has for the development of a desirable 
supervised farming program which will aid him in 
becoming established in farming and which will con-
tribute to farm-family living\shoul~ include the 
father, mother, and sono There is no substitute 
for such a conference.15 
F'or tne supervision of 1farming programs of pupilsg 
Phipps and Cook stated thia t: 
Adequate supervision is essential in selecting 9 
planning, and conducting supervised farming pro-
grams. Too frequently, instructors believe that 
parents and pupils know wnat is to be done and how 
to do· it and that only a minimum number of home 
visits i• neciessaryo T~e result of this attitude 
is narrow and poorly developed farming programs. 
The b~tter teachers of voda\ional agriculture are 
cognizant of .the need for many effective home visits. 16 
Knebel stated in an article thats 
It has been a~sumed that a satisfactory super~ise~ 
farm training progr.am must be supervised and · 
14Ll ·d J Ph"·. "V · · oy ... 1pps 9 our
Agriculture", The Int·e-rstate; - ' 
15 Ibido p Po 265., 
10 Ibid .. , p .. 324 .. 
Oppottunities in Vocationai 
Danville, Illlnoj.s!) 1957 9 p. 1390 
encouraged by the teacher of vocational agriculture 
devoting a considerable amo~nt of his time in super ... 
vising the farming programs of his studentso This 
study supports this beliefo Teichers from the fifty 
above-average departments averaged 54705 supervisory 
farm visits per year in centra~t to an average of 
349.5 visits by teachers from the below-average 
departments. 1" ·Students ,.from abave ... average depart-
ments were visited 12068 times during the year~ 
This would be an average of approximately one visit 
16 
per month. Students from the below-average depart-
ments were visited an average of 9o02 times annuallyo 17 
The Research Committee of a Southern Region Study in 
I• 
Vocational Agriculture stated their result thats 
Regarding the time to be devoted to supervising 
farming ~rograms of in-school and out-of-schaol stu-
dents, 4506 per cent of the respondents indicated 
that 20 to 40 per cent of th- teacheras time should 
be devoted to supervising the students 0 farming pro~ 
grams.1 • which shows the importance that they placed 
on this activity in the summer monthso18 
The importance of farm visitation stated by Bundy thats 
It is assumed in many.states that a minimum of six 
to eight visits per student must be made each year 
t~ maintain effective programso To meet these 
standards it is necessary for a teacher of vocational 
agriculture to spend about 25 per cent of his time 
during the regular school year and about 75 per cent 
of his time during the summer months in farm visita-
tiono Some of out most successful instructors are 
visiting· their boys more than ;tem times each yearo 19 
With ~elation for the decision making and responsibility 
or pupils on the farming program, Lattimer stated in the 
article thats 
\/ .; .1 •.• 
17 ·. . ,< : .. i . . • . , . ·. . • . . . :. i. . . . : I ; " . , : i i_ . ; 
Earl H,, Knebelv "family Programs are a factor", Agri-
cultural Education Magazine, May, 1956, p0 244 0 
18 . 1 The 956 Research Committee of a Southern Region Study 
in Vocation~! 1griculture~ Po 31. 
19co Eo Bundy, "Developing Farming Programs of Vocational 
Agriculture Students", Agricultural Education Magazine, 
October, 1957, p,, 79. 
A good pupil~s farming program provides for respon-
sibility in making management decisions. While this 
varies from sole responsibility to only a share in 
making decisions which apply to some major jobs on 
the farm, such participation is to a large degree 
a measure of the training accomplishmento Csrtainly 
for enterprises conducted by t,he pupiL th'e privilege 
cf decision making is as valu~ble as it ever has 
been.20 
17. 
Every teacher of vocational agriculture should consider 
the importance of the supervised farming practice program for 
tha development of the pupil's education as well as his eco-
nomic stJtus~ The concept of individual farming program 
stated by Smith is thatg 
In fact, it is being demomstrated that prob-. 
lams of pupil experiencing and responsibility can 
be arranged for with parents and cooperating farmers 
to include a much wider range of problems and a 
more practical farm-size experience ·in each than 
has beeb possible with projects in the past or ever 
can be with the individual owne~ship projecto 
furthermore, parents react mare favmrably to the 
idea of :the indivfdual project. They recognize 
that the boy is learning through experience in~ 
real farming situation rather than a miniature, of 
the real thing. This appeals to the farmer who has 
· always been \::snvinced that one learns to farm by 
farming. 
If you doubt this, try it out on parents, or a 
cooperating farmer, and get their reaction. for 
example, .if the boy needs experience in the care 
and management of calves on a dairy farm, ask Dad 
which .would provide the more effective learning, 
far the boy to coo~erate with him in solving the 
problems of rearing the c•lves on the far~ or for 
the boy to have a calf of his own to be reared 
sep~rately. The same idea can be applied to any 
other e~terprise on the farm. The dooperation of 
the parents is retj1uired of course, but when obtained 
it has many advantages to the teacher.21 · 
20E. c. Lattimer, "Pupil rarming Prrigrams", Aqricultural 
tducation Magazine, March~ 1956, Po '95o . 
21 Ib-id., p. 76. 
The characte~istics of a desirable supervised farming 
•., 








It is of sufficient scope a~d dffficulty to be 
ch-llen~ing to the pupil. : 
It prov des for--:rfi'e development of a large num .... · 
b~r of needed abilities to success in farming. 
It contains production projects of aslze that 
will provide opportunity for the pupil to make 
a satisfactory ~rofit. 
It contains pro~uctlon prof:act, improvement .e..E,£-
tects and a number,of'supp ementary ~ prac-
ices. · · · 
I# will result in the adoption by the pupil of 
ci considerable number bf approved practices. 
It will lead toward establishment in farming 
through the accumulation of capita!; land, 
livestock, farm equipment, and credito 
It ·Will c9ntribute to farm-family livini•· 
It will demand the respi'c"t of the par·en s, the 
commulii ty, and tlie pupil'. - - · 
It will provide opportunities for expansion 
each year·. 22 
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The characteristics of far~ing programs for high school 
pupils given by Deyoe were as follows: 
1. Are sufficiently broad and comprehensive to con-
tribute to the development of abilities impor-
tant for success in f~rming and far$ living. 
2.. Co.ntribute to the accumulation of finances, 
foundation livestock, equipment; and other 
resobrces'and to the development of arrangements 
which aid in establishment in farming. 
3. ·Lead to improved attitudes and · increased ability 
to work with others. 
4. Provide for definite btisines's agreements and 
so~nd financing of th~ activities. 
s. Are adopts~ to needed improvements and to 
resources and facilities on the home farmso 
6. Are adapted to the capacities, needs, and inter-
ests of the indtvidual boys. · 
7. Provide for continOing and expanding activities 
in the farming bf individual boys. 
8. Prci~ide orientation to broad resp~nsibilities 
for the welfare of all.23 
. 22 Ibid~,. p. 250. 
23 Ibid., p. 59. 
Beamer (1951) gave the desirable characteristics of 
supervised farming program as followsg 
1. It consists of productive projects, improve-
ment projects, and supplementary farm practice 
jobs.. The number, kind, and scope of the pro-
ject should be sufficiently comprehensive to 
provide the student an opportunity to develop 
many.of the abilities necessary· for success in 
the type of farming he wishes to engageo It 
should be balanced, grow in scope, .and improve 
in quality from year to yearo 
2. It is designed ta lead the boys efficiently 
and effectivety toward establishment in farmingo 
It is difficult to justify taking six years to 
accomplish what you possible could accomplish 
in four years by wise planning 9 careful guid-
ance, and good teaching. This calls for a 
care'ful selection of farming actlvities.. The 
student ~hcruld select projects which would 
enable him to grow into a farming business., 
3. It should usually be adapted to the home farm., 
Generally, the farming program should reflect 
the same farming type as that df the home farm .. 
4. It should include enterprises important in the 
community and lead to improved farming in the 
comm~nity. . 
5. It should lead to the improvement on the home 
farm .. 
6. It is the boy•s program, one he is interested 
in aMd actively accepts .. 
7. The program must be designed to fit the indi-
vidualo As a ganeral rule, the boy should 
have simple enterprises in his first yeart and 
the more complex enterprises his succeeding 
years. Some of the boys entering tli'gh school 
have had considerable farming experiences 0 . 
This means we must s;tart f,rom where they are.,. 
8., The program should be on a sound financial 
basis and the boy should own entirely or in 
part his productive enterprises. Business 
agreements with parents, or party concerned, 
should be in writing. 
9. There sh~uld be written plans and an accurate 
set. of records kept on the farming program. 
Records are necessary for determining progress~ 
10. The prpgram should be evaluated primarily in 
terms of desired behavioral changes in the boys--
rather than the amount of money made.24 
24 Ibid., p. 205. 
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICABLE PRINCIPLES.Or THE SUPERVISED tAAMING 
PROGRAM TO THE CONDITIONS or BURMA 
The following principles were obtained from the review 
of literature in supervised farming programs which ,would be 
applicable to the conditions of Burma. 
Education changes the human behavior. To teach a person 
means to change his behavioro Participation does not mean a 
mer~ repetitiono It includes pupils' interest and desire to 
gain educative values. The primary aim of vocational agricul-
tural education is to let the pupil to participate in activi-
ties. This means learning to do through doing. Therefore, 
to attain an educative goal and to adopt the agricultural 
education in vocational nature, the student should participate 
in activities. 
Principle: .I!:!.! development of effective abilities!!.!. 
entirely dependent£!:!. 1!:!.! pupil'.§. participation !.!! !!!,,! farming 
programs. 
Supervised farming program does not ~ean exercises of 
classroom instructiono It has prospectives for the future 
.career in agricultureo While the student is in school, he 
should have future aims and objectives. Today, to educate a 
farmer is an universal slogan in the developin; nations. 
Therefore, we should not hesitate to guide a student in a 
2P 
supervised farming program to be a prospective and able 
future farmer. 
Principle: To become~ prospective and~ successful 
farm.operator !!J.! pupil should practice supervised farming 
programs. 
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Supervision includes plaHning programs, solving problems 9 
advising, guiding, and instruction.. The pupils have diff i-
du l ties in planning a program and in solving the problems .. 
Tbe teacher must supervise his farming program by assisting 
with possible ways and means. He should visit the pupil's 
home, meet his parents and neighbor farm operators, and 
observe the farm situations. He should encourage the parents 
and neighbor farm operators to cooperate in the student's 
farming program .. Therefore, the motives of ·a student in 
developing his supervised farming program needs the motivation 
and cooperation of the teacher, parent, and neighbor farmers~ 
Principle: To establish a st::1ccsssful farm program, the 
teacher'.! supervision, cooperation, and encouragement of 
parents and neighbor. farmers ~ necessary., 
In establishing the supervised farming programp the 
management plays an important part .. Choosing the sites for 
vegetable gardens or orchards and livestock places 1 financing 
the enterprises, collecting the necessary .farm equipments and 
seeds, using adequate amount of fertilizer 9 and controlling 
weeds, pests; and diseases are included in the ov~r-all 
management of skills.. The student is the would-be successful 
farm manager by managing his own supervised farming projact 0 
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Principle: Supervised farming program.!.!.!!. 19.! pupil !B, 
managing~ business practices. 
Having supervised farming programs, the ~,udent will meet 
problems in every aspect such as to obtain seeds 9 fertilizer 9 
financial problems, pests and diseases co~trol, processing 
farm products, and marketing •. Wham he encounters t'hese prob-
lems, be would find out tbe possible solu~imns by experience 
and mike decisions based Up$n the information he gaimed and 
by his own confidence developed. 
Principle: Supervised farming program ·ts~ means of 
problem solving .!!!J! decision. making process. 
The ·stJccess and failure of farmiAg programs will partly 
dep~nd mn the ioterest, activity and capab_ili ty of the indi-
vidual. Partly it depends on the natur~l unforseen situationso 
rram the farming program, we can obtain an evaluation by 
observing his interest in it, his activities he rendered, ind 
his capabilities he attained. Besides this farming program 
might serve as an experimental step for his future living. 
Therefore, the supervised farming program shall serve as a 
determinant af his future careei. 
Principle: Supervised farming program mea.sures· ~ !!:£!!-
vidual interest, activity, cap a bi li ty, !!!.£ future career .• 
Being established in a supervised farming program, tbe 
student, of course, can render his labor and utilize his timeo 
The pupil has increased his worth through vocational agricul-
tural training. This includes on-the-farm experience. · The 
f~rm products will assist in his financial problem as well as 
pocket money fer his time in school. He can save arnd learn 
to use money wisely~ 
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. Principle: Supervised farmiag program !!.!.! educative .!!!!!, 
economical valu~s. 
The supervise farming program of the student will assist 
in introducing new methods mf fa~ming practices for his home 9 
~arm, and community. Hawing tbese farm prGjects 9 will make 
home beautificatipm and community attrac-iweaesso As an 
experimental program, he can contribute the. results of mew 
practices and ideas in improving t~e communityo 
Princ'iple: Supervised farming pl:'ogram contrib1:1te 12 !!'.!.! 
welf~re !f. the home !£!..!:! community. 
It is. necessary irt tbe field of agricultural vocational 
edu~ation to .evaluate. Through the activities such as the 
~ducative achievem$nt of tbe student and in successfal teach-
' 
img of the teacher and in meeting the curriculum ir:i the vC1ca-
tion in nature can be judged by evaluating the supervised 
farming program. Tbu~, the supervised farming program is the 
~rimary step in evaluating the v~pational agricultural educa-
tion-; 
' Principle: Supervised farming program is.! standard to 
evaluate !!!!! curricultim in the nature .2f:. vocation, tb e pupil•.! 
needs and ,satisfaction-. in the course of .-study, ~·and the teacher's 
....._, --- --- - -~ -
success i·n his job. ------
The beliefs of the te~cber in the field of vocational 
agri~ulture are important in establishing the supervised 
farming progra.ms for his .p-ttpils. Therefore, be motivates the 
studerit to carry out a farming program and encotJrages the 
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parents and neighbor fa.rm operators to cooperate in ito Thus, 
the student starts his program and expands year after year as 
he grows older. He meets the problems and looks for solutions 
to solve the problems. He gets returns from his program 
which meets his needs and satisfactions. In thie way, the 
supervised farming program motivates the student.to rely on 
him~elf and stimulates him to be an inde~endent business per-
son. 
·Principle: Supervised farming program motivates and 
encourages~ pupil to..!::! self confident arnd develop an 
independent nature. 
CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF CURRICULUM 
Today is the period of changing timeso The curriculum 
which was developed in the past years would not be fit to the 
changing society. As .long as the specialization in a particu-
lar area is more emphasized~ the broad~r will be the high 
school curriculum, because of the enriching information and 
findings. 
In the report of ttpresent Educational System of Burma" 
the curriculum was stated as: 
THE CURRICULA: - Greater emphasis has been placed 
on the teaching of the natural science, the consci-
entious and thorough assimilation of the fundament-
als of science and the promotion of more technical 
and vocat!onkl b:tas~'d sg_boGil~ a~e 'be:i'.nci ericbd~~fjed. 
Further revision of the syllabus is being contem-
plated also, so as to keep in line with the aims of 
the Revolutionary Government. The chief object of 
re-orientating the curriculum, is to inclucate in 
the pupils, a spirit of cooperative living, to 
practice the principles of democracy, to stress the 
importance of character-building and to appreciate 
the dignity of labor.25 
To get in touch with the new information and fin dings, 
the curriculum should be flexible in nature in order to allow 
for p~actical applications. In develuping the curriculu-, 
attention should be paid to the pupils' needs, capabilities, 
and interests and changing society. 
25 Ibid., p. 3. 
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Gamble considered the developing of an agricultural educa-
tion curriculum for Burma that: 
A real challenge fmr the Department of Education is ,>. 
to provide the education and training in the agri-
cultural courses for the vario~~ types of personnel 
which are supposed to be. prepared. The present sys-
tem of uniform syllabus .t~roughout the country is 
not consistent with the ~equirements of agriculture 
and of training various type personnel. Greater 
flexibility is needed in the instructional program.26 
Besides relating the adaption of the uniform syllabus in 
agricultural education, Gambls expressed his opinion that: 
"Consideration needs to be given to more adoptiom of the study 
of agriculture to local or regional conditions". 27 
The curriculum reflected in every society is what the 
people think, how they f~el, believe, arnd do. The teacher is 
entirely responsible for the developing of the curriculum 
which meets the needs, inter•sts, and capabilitias of the 
people. 
Coster pointed out the following as the teacher's roll 
in planning the curriculum. 
1. 
2. 
·The teacher is responsible for briMging the 
\?t.entialf ty of technical change to the a tten-
,ion of bis students •. 
The teacher is responsible far assisting his 
students in defining the ~ro·blem and analyzing 
the totent.iali ties sugges ed by the problem·. 
iFi'e eacher ls respoRsible for marshalling 
\resenting, analyzing and clarifying~ .e.!.!,-
aining to the problem. , · 
26William K. Gamble~ "An Analysis of Agricultural Educa-
tion, Training and Personnel Requirements as a Basis for 
National Development in Burmi", Cornell University, June, 
1961, Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, p. 205. 
27 Ibid., p., 216. 
4. The teacher is responsibl,e for guiding the 
thinkin9 of his students as teritativa decisisns 
regarding the change !!.!.. reached. 28 
Beamer str~ssed in his articla that: 
Learning activities which go to make up a curricu-
l~m must be based on the educational needs of people 
ta be served ••••• The supe.rvised farming programs of 
students studying vocation•! agriculture have been 
instrumental in preuenting the curriculum in voca-
tional agriculture from seriously neglecting indi-
vidual needs.29 
27 
The various authors defined and stated the nature of cur-, 
riculum -nd its value in many ways. One of them, Mursellr 
stated that "The content of the curriculum itself is full of 
potential life values and it is the business of teaching to 
realize their value". 30 As a continuation, he stressed his 
idea that, "The success of teaching is deter'mined by the kind 
of people it tends to produce rather t,an by the amount of 
subject matter it manages to instill". 31 
Reviewing the cu~riculum for vocational agricuJture was 
the go~l of the author to develop the practical and beneficial 
programs in teaching vocational agriculture in the schools of 
Burma. Thus two major objectives -were obtained: (1) Te . ' . 
develop educative values by meeting the pupils'~needs, amd 
(2) To build strong practical uriits within tbs total ourricu-
lam. in terms of supervised practice farming programs. 
28 . 
John K. Coster, "Curriculum Planning and Technical 
Development in Agr i''ctt 1 tu rel', Agri cu 1 tural Edu ca tioin Magazine, 
October, 1961, p. 89. 
29 Ibid., p. 205. 
30 James L. Mursell, "Successful Teaching", New York, 
McGraw Hill Book Co., Irrc., 1§154-, p. 4 0 
31 Ibid., p. 30 
. . . 
Revised Curriculum of High School 
Vocational Agriculture 
This revised vocational agriculture curriculum was 
28 
developed from the previous-prescribed curriculum for the 
high schools in Burma. The previous curriculum was not formu-
lated in the areas of instruction, course of study, units of 
instruction, and methods to be taught. rherefore, the pre-
vious curriculum for the high school vocational agriculture 









Areas of Instruction 






Supervised F"arm Practices 
Course of Study 
Orientation and Guidance 
1. Description of agriculture, objectives, and opportuni-
ties 
2. Survey of communities 
3. Study of agricultural agencies 
4. Discuss supervised farming program 
B. Plant Science 
1. Principles of plant growth 
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2. Vegetable growing 
3. Fruit growing 
4; Crop production. 
c. Soil Science 
1. Nature of soil 
2. Soil fertility 
3. Commercial fertilizer 
4. Soil conservation 
D. Animal Science 
1. Poultry production 
2. Swine production 
3. Duck production 
4. Sheep and goat production 
5. Cattle management 
E. Farm Management 
1. Production 
2. Processing 
3. Distributing (Marketing) 
4. Management (Re~ord keeping) 
F. Farm Mechanic 
1. Equipments 
2. Bamboo and woodwork 
3. Concrete and metalwork 
4. Farm sanitation and building 
G. Supervised Farm Practices 




2. rollow-up improvement projects 
3. Follow-up supplementary practices 
Units of Instruction 
5th Standard 
t e hods e Used 
A. 1. Description of agriculture COU?SE1j,:: Discussion 
objectives, opportunities, ani 
careers .. 
2. Survey the community farms, 
vegetables, fruits, flowers, 
crops, and livestocks. 
3. Discuss supervised farming 
objectives and values. 
B. 1. Principles of plant growth 
I,. 
a. Study.,tne par:hs of a se.ed,··· 
germinatirih and identif·ica-
tion of seeds. 
b~ Study parts pf plants, 
roots, stems, leaves, and 
flowers. 
c. Study the conditions for 
plant growth, soils, essen-
tial elements, climate con-
ditions. 
C. 1. Nature of Soil 
a. Study types of soil in the 
community. 
b. Clay, loam, and sand. 
D. 1. Poul try Production 
a. Breed selection 
b. Incubation 
c. Brooding and feeding 
d. Care and management 






F'ield trip. Take 





tion major project 
5th Standard first Vear) Cont O cl. 
nits.to ht. 
3. Duck Production 
a~ Steed Selection 
b. Inoebation 
c. Brooding and feeding 
d. Care and management 
f. 1. farm use equipments 
a. Identify tools 
b. Care and use 
6th 
A. 2. Survey the commttni ty farms, 
vegetables, fruits~ flowers, 
ciops, and livestocks. 
a. 2. Vegetable growing 
a. Preparing seed bed 
b. Cultural practice, trans-
plantation, fertilization, 
and weed control. 
c. Pest and disease control 
3. fruit growing 
a. Nursery practice 
b. Planting and care 
;,J . 
c. rertiliiation 
d. Weed control 
C. 1. Nature of soil 
a. Essential elements NPK 
b. Review types af soil 
2. Soil fertility· 
a. manures, animal and plant 
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be ·· sed 
.field trip study 
Supervised 
Productive major 









Labore tory stµdy 
Discussion 
D. 2. Swine production 
a: Study breeds in community 
b. Start keeping sow and 
breeding 
c. Care 1 feeding 
d~ Pest and disease control 
E. 1 • Pro du ct ion 
a. Study community produces 
2. Processing 
a. Study the processing areas 
3. Distributing 
a. Study the markets in com-
munity 
F. 2. Ba\mbcio and woodwork 
a. Start making waterers and 
feeders with bamboo. 
b. Stand feeders with woods 
7th. Standard (Third Year) 
A. 2. Survey the Community 
a. Study student pJojects 
b. Meeting with community.,. 
growers and raisers 
B. 2. Vegetable growing 
3. Fruit growing 
a. Care~ .'fertilization 
b. Weed and disease control 
c. Propagation methods 
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IYlajor or minor 
productive p~ojects 
Supervised 
7th Cont 0 d. 
C. 3~ Comm'ercial fertilizers 
a. Method~ of· a~plication 
b. Mixing 
D. 4. Sheep and goat production 
a. Study breeds 
b,. Selection and breeding 
c. Care and management 
d. Judging livestocks 
(1) Poultry 
(2) Duck 
( 3) Swine 
E. 1. Production 
2. Procession 
3. Distribution 
f. 2. Bamboo and woodwork 
a. Make fence 
b. build Chicken and duck house 
8th 
\! 
A. 3. Study agricultural agencies 
a. Department of agriculture 
b. Experiment farms 
B. 2. Vegetable growing 
3. fruit growing 
4. Crop production 
a. Study major crops such as 





















Discussion 9 field 
tripsi Crop 
8th Cont• d •. 
~ 
gro~nd nut varieties, 
cultural practice, common 
pasts and disease, and 
harvesting 
D. Animal Science 
a. Culling 
b. reeding 
c. Incubation · 
d. Brooding 
e. Pest and disease control 
f. Judging practice 
(1) Cattl• - breeds 
· ~ characteristics 
E. 3. Study marketin; condition• in 
commcinity for crops and live-
stocks. 
a. S~pplj and demand 
b. farm records 
c. Budgeti.ng 
d. Cooperatives 
F". 3. Concrete and metalwork 
·: t 
,a. Mix concrete - methods and 
practice 
b. Sol~ering sheet metal 
c. Make feeders and water ca~s 
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. I : ·.~i 
c. Agricultural and Rural 
oe,elop Corporation 
d. Study goverAment community 
development programs 
e. State ~gricultural Bank 
B. 2. Veget~ble growing 
3. Fruit growing 
4. Crop prodactian 
a. Study major crops, continue; 
cotton, tobacco, corn, etc. 
c. 4. Soil Conservation 
a. Irrigation 
b. Orainag.e 
D. Animal Science 
a. Care, feeding 
b. Breeding 
c. e~st and disease control 
d. Marketing practice for prod-
ucts swch as egg and meat 
e. Co•mon cattle disease 
E. 4. manag$ment 
a. Problems in community 




Invite the persons 













a. Study-~anitation in communitY, do 
9th 
b. Farm buildirng designs 
c. Determine t~e materials for 
building 
d •. Basic electrification 
Im!iJrovement 




PROPOSED. AGRlGIJLTtJRAL . .'EOUCATICHL\lt~BE .. 
CURRICULUM FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
To create the core curriculum, optiorial and vocational, 
for the agric~lfural education is necessary. The optional 
curriculum should be designed for those who wist, to study 
scientif 1,c agriculture wb icb includes theory and laboratory 
exercises for the intension of an optioqal subject for the 
high sctiool final and matriculation examinations. Tbe voca-
tional curriculum should be designed for tnose who wish to 
learn tha agriculture.in an area of production by establisbing 
·supervised farming programs with th.e ·int,nsi11m of a future 
living. 
Both optional a.nd \loca.tional students must rnave theory 
and laborat•ry exercises in school. 
Thus, the total agricultural curricula-m may' be divided 
into two areas., such i3S science and pr~oducticn. The science 
area shall include the cou-rse of study and the applications 
such as laboratory exercises in classroom, in school labmra-
tory plots, field trips, and educational touts. 
The production area shall include all types of supervised 
farming such as productive major ~nd minor enterprises, 




DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 




2. Vegetable Growing 
3. Fruit Growing 

















Sheep and Goat 
Cattle Mana ement 
a ure o ro uc on 
Nature of Processing 
Nature of Marketing 
Mana ement Functions 
echan cs 
qu pmen s are and 
Identification 
2. Bamboo and Woodwork 
3. Concrete and Metalwork 



















An ma roduotion Super-
vised Farmin 
ou ry rorluction 
.S~in~ Production 
Duck Production . 
Sh~e~ and Goat Production 




roduc ion se 
Processing the Products 
Market the Products 
Man~ e the Enter rises 
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Reasons for the Fdrmulatian of Cor, Curriculum 
The reasons to develop and to propose this core curricu-
lum in agricultural •dwcation is as follow~: 
First, agricultwre as a scbool subject was prescribed as 
a nature of vocational subject. 
Second, agricul~ure as a school subject was recognized 
' 
as optional for the ~igh sc~o~l final and matriculation .exami-
mations, which emphasize the theories. 
Third, nmt all schools which have agriculture are im 
rural areas. Some of them are located in urbaa areaso There 
will be those who are in urban schools who might fail to pur-
sue this vocational program not because of lack of interest 
but because of tt:le scarcity:· of· land. 
Fourth, some students are rarm oriented and are ready to 
provide their home farms for supervised farming programso 
rifth, the majority of students who are in scho~l 9 
although t~ey enroll in vocational agriculture, they have no 
intension to go back to the farms. 
Sixth~ there a~e inter~ediate training schools for agri-
culture such as farm schools and agrioaltural high schools 
wbich demand and prefer the trainees with farming experienceso 
Seventh, this program (core curriculum), would •eet the 
implementations of the government I s community a-gr icul tt1.r~l 
development programs. 
Eigl:)th, :this core curriculam could serve as a fO~J.jlJi'Unner 
for the creation of classea on farm education fo~ thi~young 
and adult farmers. 
CHAPTER VI 
AGRICULTURAL CURRICULUM OF 
HIGHER. INSTITUTIONS 
This chapter will cover briefly the nature of the curricu-
lum developed in two higher institutions. 
University of Mandalay, Institute 
of Agriculture 
This institution is the highest academic agricultural 
institution in Burma, former~lly khown .as Faculty of Agricul-
ture, University of Rangoon. The highest degree which is con-
ferred by this institution is Bachelor of Science in Agricul-
ture. The length of the study period is developed for five 
years. There are no elective courses; they mostly emphasize 
academic and technical courseso The curriculum has excluded 
agricultural education up to this time. The following depart~ 
ments exist and the courses are numbered by the departments· 
and are divided into two terms (1st Term and 2nd Term) ih a 
year. 
1. Agricultural Chemistry· 7. Plant Pathology 
2. Agricultural Botany B. Physics 
3. Agricultural ~conomic 9. Mathematics 
4. Agricultural Engineering. · 1 o. English 
s. Agronomy 11. Burmese 
6. Entomology and Zoology 12. Horticulture 
40 
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State Agricultural Institute 
This institution was established in the year 1954 to 
train the agricultural extension personnel for t~e township 
level and agricultural teachers for the high schools. This 
institute offers a diploma after the completion of a three-
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The 125 teachers of vocational agriculture mere selected 
from the schools by the Department of Education and sent for 
undertraining as an in-service teacher. Most of the teachers 
-were two-year teacher training certificate holders and some 
of them had teaching experience at the state schoolso The 
whole curriculum is emphasized and developed in extension 
education in order to prepare the personnel to serve in agri-
cultural departments and agencies. The teachers of vocational 
agriculture had less training in agricultural education and 
more in technical agricultural field-s. There is no doubt 
about the necessity of agricultural education for them~ 
CHAPTER VII 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS Or DATA 
The data presented in this chapter was secured from 
seventy-six vocational agricultural instructors of Burma. 
ror the determination between two groups of teachers 9 who 
taught only vocational agriculture and the ones teaching 
vocational agriculture as well as regular subjects, the 
returned questionnaires were divided into two groups according 
to the teaching loads as they have statedo It was found out 
that the fifty-one teachers who taught both vocational agri-
culture and regular subjects had 23.40 average teaching hours 
per week. The twenty-five teachers who taught dnly vocational 
agriculture ha~ 17.60 average teaching hours per week. It was 
assumed that the teachers of first group who taught both 
vocational and regular subjects might have assistant teacher 
to teach vocational agriculture for the junior classes such 
as 5th, 6th, and 7th Standards. ror those who are in the 
second group, teaching only vocational agriculture, have no 
assistants and take teaching responsibilities for juniors and 
seniors. But on the other hand, it can be assumed that? in 
general, the teachers who are in group one are helping for 
the welfare of school by assisting the regular teachers6 The 
second group does not assist the school because of a suffi-
cient number of regular teachers. It was found out that 
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there was slight variations in conducting the school labora-
tory plots and in individual proj~cts between the two groups 
of teachers. 
All of the teachers of all of the schools mentioned their 
activities for productive enterprises consisting of ornamental 9 
vegetable, field crops, orchard, and livestocko A majority 
of them conducted supplementary practices and were less active 
for the improvement projects. Most of the enterprises were 
related to the community's dominant interests according to 
the result of analysiso 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR ENTERPRISES AS EXPRESSED 




























Leading Enterprises as Expressed 
by the Teachers 
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In reference to Table III, the enterprises are divided 
into two groups, majority and minority. The distribution was 
selected with th~ most ~ommon enterprises as the majority and 
the less common ones~as the minority. Variations were not 
found in other enterprises except field crops. Especially 
field crop enterprises were based on the community ~conomic 
importances. It was found out that, the crops such as ground 
nut, cotton, and jute were not in the majority of the enter-
prises but they were conducted in certain communities that 
specialized in the particular crop. Ornamentals, vegetables, 
orchards, and livest6ok: enterprises were very common in all 
of the schools. 
TABLE IV 
ALLOCATION OF THE LAND FORMULATED INTO 








Pasture and Waste 
Total 
Above 
Acres Per Cent 
0.50 5.00 
0.50 5.00 













4.00 _lgD.,00 . = 
The Allocation of Lands for School 
Laboratory Plots 
I.n reference to Table. IV, two groups of sclnools were :;·.,·. 
selected on a five~acre basic. Group one conststed of forty-
five schools with a possessed land area of abo~e five acreso 
Group two consisted of thirty-one schools with land area 
below five acres. The awerage land area was calculated for 
each group so that the percentage of land allocation 6an be 
found for each enterprise. 
Vegetable and orname•tal areas ara the same (.50 acres)· 
in each group. All of schools allocated land for t~e field 
c.rops in large portio11. The area for livestock!: is slightly 
different between each group. There is a wide variation 
between the two group• for the allocation of the ~asture and 
waste land. 
It was found otlt that, the group above five acres 
utilized mciri p~r cent of land in field crops, pasture, and 
waste. The group below five acres utilized the land widely 
in vegetable, ornamental, o.rchard, and livestock:'.~ enterpriseeo 
This group had a very low percentage of pasture and waste 
lijnd. 
CHAPTER VU I 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ANO RECOMME~DATIONS 
As was stated at the onset, the p~imary purpose of this 
study w~s to identify the practices and techniques used in 
developing supervised practice teacning in vocational agricul-
ture and to make some sugg'estions ·for the pres,cribed curricu-
lum which might help in developing tbe vocational agricultural 
education in Burma~ 
Summary 
The variations in accomplishments in supervised practice 
teaching programs in vocational agriculture in 8urma 1 response 
of seventy-six teichers of vocational agriculture, indicate 
slight differences in tbs practices and techniques which they 
used in developing supervised programs. 
In general, all of the teachers emphasized using school 
laboratory plots, as teaching tecbaiques. · This is a, sa:hisfac-
tory group teaching technique. The development of the indi-
yiduals according to their interests, abilities, and capabili-
ties, with the relationsnip to their enterprises guided by 
the SU-!3ervised farming programs, shotild be considered by the 
teachers. 
By analyzing two types. of pupils from farm and nsn f'arm 
oriented, it was found mat that there was a difference in the 
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conducting of individual enterprises. It was shown in the 
returned q~estionnaires that the girls who enrolled in agri-
culture have shown an interest, abili$y 9 and capability in 
conducting individual projects with about the same enthusiasm 
as boys. All of the teachers of vocational agriculture have 
cooperation with other school personnel. 
Conclusions 
This research study in the area of ~upervised practice 
teaching program and of the curriculum in agricultural educa-
tion in the schools of Burma is the first and foremost oneo 
Similar research study in this area is necessary. The develop-
ment of agricultural education and the field of agriculture 
as a school subject occurred within a decadeo As an emerging 
nation in the field of vocational agriculture, Burma needs 
more personnel in this area of specilizationo The outcomes 
of this study revealed the gap of well trained personnel at 
the training institutions. 
The autbor developed different approa~h in the teaching 
of vocational agriculture. This approach introduced teaching 
by units and methods which are o~tlined in the chapter of 
Review of Curriculum. The proposed core agricultural ed~ca-
tion cu~riculum would just meet the needs of demanding 
' 
youngsters and would also serve as an instrument in problem 
solving for the inadequate pupil teacher ratio. 
The obtained principles from the review of literature in 
supervised farming pro.grams, wbioh are assumed to be applica-
ble to the condition~ of Burma, shall serve as the major 
objectives and hand and glove principles in the curriculum 
for teaching vocational agriculture. 
The author assumes that the goals that be has pursued in 
this study will initiate improvements in teaching vocational 
agriculture in Burma. Directly this study will be valuable 
for the department of vocational education in agriculture and 
indirectly tbis study shall serve as a follow-up program .at 
th.e training ins ti tuticns in Burma. 
Recommendations 
The findings of this study suggest several recommenda-
tions for the developing supervised practice teaching in ~oca-
tional agriculture. 
Based from the results of this studyt the following is 
recommernded: 
1. The supervised practice farming program should be 
emphasized in the training program for the teachers of voca-
tional agriculture. 
2. Tha teachers should emphasize supervised pDactice 
·farming in orientation programs. 
3. The admissions in the department of vocational agri-
culture should be selective in nature based on the student's 
interest. 
4~ The agricultural core curriculum sbould be introduced 
and be·applied in the ~chools. 
5. The pupil-teacher ratio should be adequate in order 
to dev$lop supervised farming programs. 
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6. The administrators of schools should not ask that 
regular subjects be taught other than vocational agriculture 
.1 
because it hinders pursu~t of strong agricultural programs 
! 
for the students. , 
7. 
/ 
In progr~m planning for the supervised farming, the 
I 
. teacher sho~ld p~y attention to ~he community conditionso 
B. In o1,8er to devSlop strong supervised teaching; pto-
grams. th$ curric~lum should be flexibleo 
9. To get an understanding of the advantages of super-
1 . 
vise,d farming p:r-ograms, the curriculum should aim to the 
co-education for boy~ and girls. 
1 o. The Department of Education should .provide traveling 
allowances for the teachers to supervise the student projectso 
11. The Department of Education should make an appraisal 
and reward program for the su~erior supervised farming pro-
grams. 
12. The Department of Education should create the exten-
sion of supervisory staff at the divisional and district 
levels. 
13. The Department of Education should establish voca-
tional agriculture departments at all rural high and middle 
· schools. 
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APPENDIX A 
REPLY OF INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE 
UNIVERSITY OF MANDALAY 
Study Questicin: If tbe students can major in particular 
field, please mention the following:· Number of Students, 
Major Field, Minor Study. 
Reply: At present there is no program for students to 
major in a particular field. Under the New System of Educa-
tion, ho~ever, students of the fina~ year class (of 1958) will 
be required to specialize in a subject of their own choicei 
besides taking some minor cpurses~ 
Study Question: Do you have extension program for. the 
future in your institution? Please mention the educational 
programs. 
~eply: Arrangements are being made for offering g~aduate 
courses in 1968. 
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APPENDIX 8 
QUESTIONNAIRES FOR TEACHERS 
I. Name 
I I • Schoo 1 
Address 
(Village, T-0wn, and District) 
III. Present teaching load: 
Vocational Agriculture 
Rel a tad Subj act 
hrs. per week 
hrs. per week 
IV. Area of land for vocational agriculture in the schoolz 
acres 
v. Allocation of the landg 




VI. Supervised enterprises: 
Productive enterprises 
Ornamental (a) Major project 
(b) Minor project 
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Area 
d,, Field crop 
e. Livestlbck 1f 
f. Pasture 
Number of Projects 
boys girls 
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(b) Minor proj~ct. 
-
Field Crop (a) Major project 
(b) Minor project 
Orchard 
Livestsck:'.: 
Supplementary Practices: Number of Individuals 
1. Repairing and improving fences 
2. Repairing and sharpening tools 
and equipments 
30 Constructing poultry equipment 
4. Building hog-lot equipment 
5. Constructing cattle equipment .. 
6. Culling poultry 
7. Pruning, fertilizing, and 
-~ . ' ' 
spraying fruit trees 
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' :: l ; .- · .. ~ Number of Individuals 
a. Propagating fruit trees, 
ornamentals ~nd plants 
9. Conser\'/ ing farm manure 
10. Treatment of illness for 1 
the animals 
11. Imprtnte feeding of livesttbok 1'. 
12. Controlling insects and 
diseases oR crop 
I 
13. Marketing of farm products 
Improvement Projects: Number of Projects 
1. Breed impravement of live-
stock. including poultry 
2. Draining land 
3. Growing feed crops 
4. Irrigating land 
5. Planting soil improvement 
crops 
6. Crop rotation 
7. Conserving soil, water, and 
cEJntrol erosion 
B. Keep farm records 
VII. Number of boys enrolled in agriculture ---
VIII. Number of girls enrolled in agriculture 
IX. Number of boys of the farm enrolled in agriculture ---
x. Number of girls of the far~ enrolled in agriculture 
XI. Total.number of students enrolled in agriculture 
XII. Cooperation of other teachers: Yes --- No 
XIII. General survey: 










D. Type of erosion 
1. Water 
2. Wind 
E. Climate conditions 
1. Ra inf al.l 
2. Average temperatu~e 
58 
In schciol In community 
(check one) 
inches per year 
XIV. Economic importance in yotir co~munity 
A~ Two major vegetables 1 • 
2. 
B. Two major flowers 1. 
2. 
c. Two major fruits 1. 
2. 
D. Two major crops 1 • 
2 •. 
E. Two major live stocks 1. 
2. 
XV. Market conditions: Excellent , Good 
~~- -~~ 
Bad 







Irrawaddy I I 
Mag we 
Mandalay.I 
mandalay I I 
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